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Abstract: Recently, free space optical (FSO) communication is gaining much
attention towards the research community. The reason for this attention is the
promises of high data-rate, license-free deployment, and non-interfering links.
It can, however, give rise to major system difficulties concerning alignment and
atmospheric turbulence. FSO is the degradation in the signal quality because
of atmospheric channel impairments and conditions. The worst effect is due
to fog particles. Though, Radio Frequency (RF) links are able to transmit
the data in foggy conditions but not in rain. To overcome these issues related
to both the FSO and RF links. A free space communication system (FSCS)
is proposed, in which the hybrid technology is based on the individual FSO
and RF channel. FSCS is a capable solution to overcome the difficulties of
the existing systems (FSO and RF) as well as to enhance the overall link
reliability and availability. In this paper, FSCS is investigated in terms of
performance throughput (i.e., outage probability and bit-error-rate (BER))
by implementing the receive diversity combining techniques. An analysis of
the outage probability of the proposed system along with the individual FSO
and RF system is developed. Simulation results are presented to support the
analysis. It is shown that the proposed system outperforms the individual FSO
and RF system and gives a power gain of 3dB over a distinct number of receive
antennas.

Keywords: Atmospheric turbulence; free space communication system; power
management; signal independent noise; line of sight

1 Introduction

In the recent era, free space optical (FSO) communication systems are taken into consideration as
an auspicious answer to the numerous applications consuming high bandwidth. The primary benefits
of FSO include high-capacity and unlicensed spectrum. Owing to the provision of a huge variety of
broadband, systems 5 with low priced implementation and less power consumption are preferred.
Presently, the trade-off is twofold but the unknown channel conditions and crucial pointing issues,
make optical systems less stable than the conventional radio-frequency (RF) communication systems
[1,2]. The FSO system implementation has some crucial difficulties including-atmospheric turbulence,
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degradation in link quality and Line of sight (LOS) [3]. Along with the inherited benefits of the
optical spectrum though it suffers from various drawbacks when 10 utilizing it over a long distance
employing the multiplexing techniques. These drawbacks include modal dispersion, linear coupling
(referred to as cross-talk), and non-linear effects [4]. Due to the presence of these drawbacks, the optical
received signal gets and is attenuated by turbulence, mis-alignment and divergence. To overcome these
issues, various techniques have been presented in [5–9]. The most prominent are the accurate pointing,
acquisition and tracking, digital signal processing, adaptive optics and modifying transmitted beams
are employed, which support minimizing the effect of modal coupling and cross-talk. Even in the era
of machine learning, neural network models are also recommended to limit such drawbacks of optical
channel transmission [10,11]. Much research works on wireless sensor networks, which have limited
energy and transmission capacity [12–20].

To further improve the capacity of the optical channel, it is recommended to employ an optical
system carrying multiple optical beams and exploit the multiplexing technique i.e., mode division
multiplexing (MDM), orbital-angular-momentum (OAM) multiplexing [21–25]. Implementing the
MDM along with the OAM multiplexing, immensely raises the channel capacity of the optical links
adding more difficulty for the eavesdropper. Also, Luminescent solar concentrators are suggested to
improve the optical gain in case of visible light communications. A complete list of acronyms and
symbols is provided in Tabs. 1 and 2 respectively.

Table 1: List of acronyms

Acronyms Abbreviations

BPSK Binary phase shift keying
BER Bit error rate
CDF Cumulative density function
DEC Decoder
ENC Encoder
EGC Equal gain combiner
E/O Electrical to optical
FSO Free space optical
FSCS Free space communication system
GGD Gamma-Gamma distribution
GBps Giga-bit per second
IM/DD Intensity modulation with direct detection
LDPC Low density parity check
LED Light emitting diodes
LOS Line of sight
MISO Multiple input single output
MIMO Multiple input multiple output
MDM Mode division multiplexing
OAM Orbital-angular-momentum
OOK On-off keying

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued
Acronyms Abbreviations

PIN Positive-intrinsic-negative
PDF Probability density function
RF Radio frequency
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
SD Spatial diversity
SIMO Single input multiple output
SC Selection combiner
MRC Maximum ratio combiner
VLC Visible light communication
5G 5th generation

Table 2: List of symbols

Symbols Parameter Symbols Parameter

k Information bits n Encoded bits
nr Encoded bits over the RF channel no Encoded bits over the FSO channel
X FSO channel input constellations X̂ RF channel input constellations
x̂ RF channel symbols x FSO channel symbols
γFSO Optical channel SNR γRF RF channel SNR
α, η Optical channel parameters Rp Detector conversion efficiency
P̂ RF power P Optical power
ĥ RF channel fading h Optical channel fading
D Receive aperture diameter L Link distance
θ Divergence transmit beam αo Climate attenuation coefficient

Overall performance degrading components in the FSO systems because mainly at large distances
are the induced fading of disturbances or turbulence occurrences [26]. For the FSO systems, typical
decay can last milliseconds and it operates at the rate of several gigabits per seconds (GBps). As a result,
a single fade can bring about the lack of a massive variety of serial bits. Researchers investigating the
diversity techniques such as channel coding [27], advanced sequence detection techniques [28] and
spatial diversity [29–32] to 30 overcome the difficulties of the FSO systems. The spatial diversity (SD)
is most prominent due to the lower computational complexity. The main purpose is to reduce the
computational complexity by using the combining techniques. Multiple transmission and reception
patterns are exploited to employ the diversity combining techniques, which are well established in the
RF communication systems. The same can be done in FSO systems and the detailed investigation to
be carried out. In [30,31], authors have presented the outage probability analysis over the coherent
FSO system by employing the receive diversity schemes. The focus was on the spatial selectivity of
associative receptors that minimize the effect of background irradiation.

Diversity combining technique is broadly applicable to enhance the overall performance of
wireless communication systems [29–31]. The diversity technique is suggested for mitigating the fading
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induced by the atmospheric turbulence [33,34]. Mostly the three types of spatial diversity, which are
single input multiple outputs (SIMO), multiple inputs single output (MISO) and multiple inputs
multiple outputs (MIMO) have been investigated [35,36] Diversity combining technique using multiple
lasers and apertures to mitigate the fading effects is presented in [36]. Diversity combing can be
implemented either on the transmitter or the receiver side. The receive diversity is more practical in
mobile communication systems, since the transmitter has several limitations such as it cannot deserve
considerable power consumption and processing complexity. Receive diversity combining technique
collects numerous copies of the transmitted signal at the receiver, which are encountered by the distinct
fading channels. The cumulative copies of the received signal are exploited to retrieve the transmitted
signal [37]. The well-known combiners are the selection combiner (SC), maximum ratio combiner
(MRC) and equal gain combiner (EGC) [38].

Researchers are developing a major communication technology by investigating the exploitation
of radio links to compensate for system instability and name it a hybrid FSO-RF link. The research
community started working on the hybrid system to improve the throughput of optical communica-
tions by exploiting the advantages of both communication systems [39–41]. In [42], the transmission
over the hybrid FSO-mmW channel is considered to be more secure. In [43], authors developed
a practical demonstration of hybrid transmission and claimed the overall performance with better
connectivity and speed. In [3], the authors pragmatically claim that the individual optical channel can
achieve 99.999% availability over a distance of 140m, while the hybrid system efficiently maximizes
the connectivity distance. The aim of the hybrid FSO-RF system is to send the same signal copies
concurrently over both channels and merge the received signals by exploiting the receive diversity
combining technique. The combining is possible because both of the channels show compatible
features to atmospheric and weather conditions whereas the radio channel is not prone to scintillation
or snow and fog as the case of the FSO link, but rather to dense rain [44]. In [45,46], the researchers
investigated that parallel optical-radio communication is a promising technology that exploits the
complementary benefits of optical and radio link (i.e., robustness and high data rate). It is well known
that although RF communications have a low risk of link failure, beam-directivity lags far behind that
of FSO communications. Hence, most research on the hybrid FSO-RF systems assume a link-distance
of no greater than a few kilometers to maximize the merits of additional RF links [47]. It is important
that all the above-mentioned studies never focus on the optimization of the hybrid FSO-RF systems
using the receive diversity combining techniques.

In the proposed method, the outage probability and system performance in terms of bit error rate
(BER) have been optimized and analyzed. Free space communication system (FSCS) is deployed to
significantly improve as well as reducing the total power consumption requirement under the induced
atmospheric turbulence regime. It is likewise derived from the closed form of outage probability
expression for the FSCS. In both RF and FSO links, in which SC and MRC combining techniques
are implemented. In the FSO system, intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) is employed.
In FSCS, the advantages of combining both the FSO and RF links are the high data rate, and more
secure and reliable links. On the other hand, FSCS can support the receiver in order to make a nice
selection via the means of combining different copies of the original signal received from the channel
and to enhance the system overall performance. Following are the main contributions of the proposed
research;

• A novel hybrid system having single encoder and decoder is proposed. The benefits of proposing
single encoder and decoder are as: cost effective system and no synchronization issue.
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• To improve the performance of the proposed communication system, we develop a diversity
algorithm, which exploits either of the diversity combining schemes (SC or MRC) and selects
the best optimum.

• We develop a comparison between the single links (RF and FSO) and hybrid link and provide
the simulation results.

2 Proposed System and Methods
2.1 Free Space Communication System (FSCS)

The proposed FSCS, where FSO and RF links deliver reliable transmission in outdoor wireless
environments for real time mission and critical traffic. A typical block diagram of the proposed
FSCS using the receive diversity combining techniques is shown in Fig. 1. Transmitter, receiver and
channel are the major components of FSCS. FSCS includes parallel channels of FSO and RF with one
encoder, which is used to reduce the implementation cost and minimize the computational complexity.
The k-bits are encoded using the low-density parity check (LDPC) code into n bits code word. The
code word bits are further divided into two streams where one stream (i.e., no bits) is sent through
the optical channel and the other (i.e., nr bits) through the RF channel. Then every bit stream is
mapped to create corresponding RF and FSO symbols that are transmitted concurrently through
the corresponding channel. Each symbol stream is then modulated using the individual channel
modulator. The combined/hybrid symbols are transmitted through the single transmit antenna. At
the receiver side, the combined signal is received by a number of receive antennas (i.e., N1, N2, . . . , Nt).
The receive diversity techniques (i.e., SC and MRC) are applied and the outage probability for each
technique is analyzed. Analysis of SC and MRC are developed for the individual channel as well as
for the FSCS and the overall performance of each system is compared.

Figure 1: Block diagram of Free Space Communication System (FSCS)

2.2 Channel Model

In the FSCS system, FSO link is dynamic with instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on
optical receiver γFSO that is the top definite threshold γth. Once it is going down the threshold level,
the feedback signal is sent by the receiver to initiate RF in addition to FSO links concurrently, which
transmits the equivalent data. At the receiving side, the signals received from each link are combined
with the aid of a combiner. The receiver SNR designated with the aid of using γsnr, so that it can be
same to γFSO while γFSO ≥ γth. On the alternative, while γFSO < γth, γsnrcould be the sum of γFSO and γRF .
γRF is designated as an instantaneous SNR of RF link.
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2.2.1 FSO Link Modelling

At the receiver, the optical received signal utilizing the IM/DD is modeled as Eq. (A.1) given
in Appendix A. FSO Model. The model is dependent on the modulation process, in which the light
radiation fluctuations are traversing a turbulent atmosphere, which is meant to include small and large
scales effects correspondingly such as refraction and scattering. It characterizes the light irradiance,
which is the product of two independent variables each with Gamma probability density function
(PDF). The intensity (I) fluctuation of PDF is given as Eq. (1)

f (I) = 2(αβ)(α+β)/2

Γ(α)Γ(β)
I

(α+β)
2 −1K(α−β)

(
2
√

αβI
)

, I ≥ 0 (1)

wherever Γ(.) is that the gamma function. Kn(.) is the improved 2nd order Bessel function, α and
β, correspondingly, which constitute the powerful variety of small and large scales vertices of the
scattering process. At receiver, the optical radiation is a plane wave, α and β that is characterize the
irradiance fluctuation and are given in Eqs. (2) and (3)

α =
[

exp

(
0.49σ 2

R(
1 + 1.11σ

12/5
R

)7/6

)
− 1

]−1

(2)

β =
[

exp

(
0.51σ 2

R(
1 + 0.69σ

12/5
R

)7/6

)
− 1

]−1

(3)

where σ 2
R is the Rytov variance. The FSO link is related to I , which is received signal intensity and is

related to SNR by γFSO = γ FSOI 2 given in Eq. (A.4), E[.] is the expectation operator, the E[I ] normalized
to unity, γ FSO is the average electric SNR (see Eq. (A.5)). By using of power transformation, it is simple
to calculate the PDF of γFSO as Eq. (4);

fγFSO
(γFSO) = (αβ)(α+β)/2

Γ(α)Γ(β)γ FSO

(α+β)
4

γFSO

(α+β)
4 −1K(α−β)

(
2

√
αβ

√
γFSO

γ FSO

)
, γFSO ≥ 0 (4)

To express K(α−β)(.) in relations of Meijer G function and can be derived as Eq. (5) [26];

fγFSO
(γFSO) = γFSO

−1

2Γ(α)Γ(β)
G2,0

0,2

(
αβ

√
γFSO

γ FSO

− α, β
)

(5)

By using [48], the cumulative density function (CDF) of γFSO can be derived as Eq. (6);

FγFSO
(γFSO) = 2α+β−2

πΓ(α)Γ(β)
× G4,1

1,4

[
(αβ)

2

16γ FSO

γFSO1
α

2
,
α + 1

2
,
β

2
,
β + 1

2

]
(6)

2.2.2 RF Link Modeling

Considering the RF power P̂, the received RF signal is modeled by Eq. (B.1) given in Appendix B.
RF Model. The RF link instantaneous received SNR γRF is defined by γRF = γ RF ĥ2 by (see Eq. (B.4))
with E[ĥ2] normalized to unity. Average SNR γ RF is defined in Eq. (B.3). The fading gain is displayed
by Rice distribution (also known as Nakagami-n Model) and the PDF of γRF is given by Eq. (7) [49].
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fγRF (γRF) = K + 1
γ RF

exp
(

− (K + 1)
γRF

γ RF

− K
)

× I0

(
2
√

K (K + 1)
γRF

γ RF

)
(7)

where K is that the Rician factor. It relies upon numerous link constraints, that is antenna height or
link distance. Moreover, its CDF can be calculated as Eq. (8):

FγRF (γRF) = 1 − Q1

(√
2K,

√
2 (K + 1)

γRF

γ RF

)
(8)

2.3 Diversity Combining Techniques

Diversity combining is suggested for mitigating the fading induced by the atmospheric turbulence.
In the proposed system, SC and MRC diversity combining techniques are investigated and a compari-
son of each technique over the individual channel and the FSCS is developed to show the performance
of each system under various conditions.

2.3.1 Selection Combining (SC)

SC is easy to deploy, in which a selection switch is employed and each branch is scanned
overall SNR values. The receiving branch having the best instantaneous SNR is hooked up to the
demodulator. The SNR output is calculated as Eq. (9);

γSC = max(γFSO, γRF) (9)

The average BER of the SC can be obtained by Eq. (10);

pSC = I
∫ ∞

0

Q
(√

2γSCB
)

fγSC
(γSC)dγSC (10)

where B is the bandwidth and fγSC
(.) is the pdf of γSC as Eq. (11)

pSC(e) = I
2π

∫ ∞

0

exp
(

−x2

2

)
FγSC

(
x2

2B2

)
dx (11)

The average BER of the receiver is approximated as Eq. (12);

pSC = p1 (e) − J (12)

wherever p1 (e) is that the FSO sub system BER estimated using the same procedure as in [50] and J
is calculated as Eq. (13);

J = Iexp(−K)2α+β−2

π
3
2 Γ(α)Γ(β)

×
N∑

i=0

i∑
j=0

Ki(K + 1)jq2j+1

γ
j
RFB2j2j i! j!

× G4,3
3,6

[
(αβq)

2

16γ FSOB2

∣∣∣∣ 1
2
, 1, 1

2
− j

α

2
, α+1

2
, β

2
, β+1

2
, 0, 1

2

]
(13)

2.3.2 Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC)

No doubt, SC is simple to compute but it requires continuous scanning, and is not always a finest
diversity combining technique. In MRC scheme, the received signals of each branch can be combined,
wherein the SNR of the output signal is the addition of the SNR of each branch with a weighting
coefficient and is determined as Eq. (14),

γMRC = √
γFSO

Y
σnFSO

+ √
γRF

Ŷ
σnRF

(14)
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Now at the moment, the output SNR will be gained by Eq. (15)

γMRC = γFSO + γRF (15)

In MRC scheme, average BER overall performance is expressed as Eq. (16)

pMRC = I
∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

Q
(√

2(γFSO + γRF)B
)

× fγFSO
(γFSO) fγRF (γRF) dγFSOdγRF (16)

Q-function approximation [48] is used to evaluate Eq. (16). Accordingly, the average BER is
obtained by Eq. (17)

pMRC ≈ I
12

M1

(
B2

)
M2

(
B2

) + I
4

M1

(
4B2

3

)
M2

(
4B2

3

)
(17)

where M1(.) and M2(.) can be defined as Eqs. (18) and (19)

M1 (x) = 2α+β−2

πΓ(α)Γ(β)
× G4,1

1,4

[
(αβ)

2

16γ FSOx

∣∣∣∣ 1
α

2
, α+1

2
, β

2
, β+1

2

]
(18)

M2 (x) = K + 1
K + 1 + xγ RF

exp
(

− Kxγ RF

K + 1 + xγ RF

)
(19)

At the receiver, the average BER performance can be obtained by Eq. (20)

pMRC ≈ I
12

M
(
B2

) + I
4

M
(

4B2

3

)
(20)

M(.) is that the function described as Eq. (21)

M (x) =
2α+β−2(K + 1) exp

(
− Kxγ RF

K+1+xγ RF

)
πΓ(α)Γ(β)(K + 1 + xγ RF)

× G4,1
1,4

[
(αβ)

2

16γ FSOx

∣∣∣∣ 1
α

2
, α+1

2
, β

2
, β+1

2

]
(21)

2.3.3 Outage Probability

Outage is defined by the property that the instantaneous output SNR γsnr is lower than the
threshold γth (i.e., γsnr < γth). The probability that the received SNR γsnr is below the threshold γth

may be obtained by the evaluating the CDF of γsnr at γth as Pout = Fγsnr (γth), Now, it is calculated as in
Eqs. (22) and (23)

Fγsnr (x) = pr [γFSO ≥ γth, γFSO < x] + pr [γFSO < γth, γFSO + γRF < x] (22)

=
{

F1(x) ifx ≤ γth

FγFSO
(x) − FγFSO

(γth) + F2 (x) ifx > γth
(23)

where F1 (x) and F2 (x) are defined as Eqs. (24) and (25)

F1 (x) =
∫ x

0

fγFSO+γRF
(Y)dY (24)

F2 (x) =
∫ x

0

fγFSO
(γFSO)FγRF

(x − γFSO)dγFSO (25)
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For the independent links, the F1 (x) can be evaluated as Eq. (26)

fγFSO+γRF (Y) =
∫ x

0

fγFSO
(γFSO)fγRF

(Y − γFSO)dγFSO (26)

After substituting the values of fγFSO
(γFSO) and fγRF (γRF) in Eq. (26) and applying the Binomial

expansion [51], Eq. (26) can be estimated as Eq. (27),

fγFSO+γRF (Y) =
2α+β−2(K + 1) exp

(
− Kxγ RF

K+1+xγ RF

)
πΓ(α)Γ(β)(K + 1 + xγ RF)

× G4,1
1,4

[
(αβ)

2

16γ FSO

γFSO

∣∣∣∣ K1

K2

]
(27)

The combining techniques is employed over the proposed algorithm and error performance results
are better.

Algorithm
1: Procedure Initialization (define Pi and Encoder with (k, n)).
2: Define bits with two streams no for optical nr for RF. Every bit stream is mapped to create RF

and FSO symbols i.e., X̂ and X , which is transmitted according to the channel.
3: Each symbol is modulated according to their channel modulator i.e., P is optical power and P̂ is

RF power.
4: The combined symbols are transmitted through single transmit antenna.
5: At the receiver side, the combined signal is received by number of receive antennas i.e.,

(N1, N2, . . . , Nt).
6: The receive diversity techniques are applied that is

a. For selection combining (SC) is evaluated as;
pSC = p1 (e) − J

J = Iexp(−K)2α+β−2

π

3
2 Γ(α)Γ(β)

× ∑N

i=0

∑i

j=0

Ki (K + 1)
j q2j+1

γ
j
RFB2j2j i! j!

× G4,3
3,6

⎡
⎢⎣ (αβq)

2

16γ FSOB2

∣∣∣∣
1
2

, 1,
1
2

− j
α

2
,
α + 1

2
,
β

2
,
β + 1

2
, 0, 1

2

⎤
⎥⎦

b. For maximal ratio combining (MRC) is evaluated as;

pMRC ≈ I
12

M
(
B2

) + I
4

M
(

4B2

3

)

M (x) =
2α+β−2 (K + 1) exp

(
− Kxγ RF

K + 1 + xγ RF

)
πΓ (α)Γ (β)

(
K + 1 + xγ RF

) × G4,1
1,4

[
(αβ)

2

16γ FSOx

∣∣∣∣ 1
α

2
,
α + 1

2
,
β

2
,
β + 1

2

]

c. For outage probability both system is combined and is analyzed as;
(Continued)
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Algorithm Continued

fγFSO+γRF (Y) =
2α+β−2 (K + 1) exp

(
− Kxγ RF

K + 1 + xγ RF

)
πΓ (α) Γ (β)

(
K + 1 + xγ RF

) × G4,1
1,4

[
(αβ)

2

16γ FSO

γFSO

∣∣∣∣ K1

K2

]
7: Finally, we get average bit error rate (BER) evaluation exploiting the SC and MRC techniques

over a distinct number of receive antennas. Also, comparison of SC and MRC technique
evaluating the outage probability for individual channels, RF, FSO and FSCS.

8: The criteria are achieved by applying the above techniques and overall performance is better.

3 Results and Discussion

The performance of the presented FSCS system and the individual channels (i.e., RF and FSO) is
evaluated assuming SC and MRC combining techniques under strong turbulence channel conditions.
For the simulation purpose, we use MATLAB. For the strong atmospheric turbulence, we assume
α = 2.064, β = 1.342 and C2

n = 1.8×10−14m−2/3. Both the combining schemes are analyzed in terms of
average BER and outage probability by considering a distinct number of receive antennas. The average
BER is evaluated considering both the combining schemes (SC and MRC) for the FSCS system and
the results are presented in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively. Fig. 2 shows the average BER estimated using
the SC technique for a distinct number of antennas. It can be observed that the improvement of using
6 receiving antennas with respect to the 2 receiving antenna is about 10dB at BER = 10−4.

Figure 2: Average BER evaluation exploiting the SC technique over a distinct number of receive
antennas

The MRC combining technique is evaluated and the simulation results of average BER are plotted
exploiting the distinctive number of antennas in Fig. 3. It can be observed that the improvement of
using 6 receiving antennas with respect to 2 receiving antenna is about 12dB at BER = 10−4.
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Figure 3: Evaluation of average BER exploiting the MRC technique using distinct number of receive
antennas

In Fig. 4, the outage probability is evaluated employing both of the SC and MRC combining
techniques and the results are compared for the individual channel (i.e., RF and FSO) as well as for
the FSCS respectively. The simulation is performed for a fixed number of receive antenna (i.e., N = 3).
It is clearly seen that the MRC combining techniques outperforms the SC combining technique with
the price of extra computational complexity. On the other hand, it is also observed that the FSCS
system outperforms the individual transmission channels (i.e., FSO and RF).

Figure 4: Comparison of SC and MRC technique evaluating the outage probability for individual
channels (i.e., RF and FSO) and the FSCS, when N = 3

In Fig. 5, the outage probability of the FSCS employing the MRC technique is evaluated and
the simulation results are plotted for a distinctive number of receive antennas. The SNR required to
accomplish the aim of outage probability of Pout = 10−5, is approximately of 3 dB difference among
the instances N = 4 and N = 6. Therefore, the totaling of the most effective one receiver reduces
the power consumption. This shows that the proposed system is suitable for the optimum reduced
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power consumption in various situations, which is the most attractive assignment in a communication
system. It is likewise noticed that further diversity gain can also be achieved by utilizing a wide variety
of receive apertures, which is anticipated from the results at the high SNR regime.

Figure 5: Evaluating the outage probability of the FSCS system exploiting different number of receive
antennas and MRC combining technique

In this paper, we have compared the performance of FSO and RF systems with receive diversity
compared with proposed FSCS. Outage probability of FSO and RF systems is compared with
proposed FSCS in terms of SNR as shown in Fig. 6. At low outage probability of FSO is less than
RF, which is almost equal with proposed FSCS with the increase of γ and its performance degrades.
According to these simulations, FSCS system performance is better than for the other two systems.

Figure 6: Comparison FSO, RF and FSCS
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, the FSCS system is proposed and different combining techniques, i.e., SC and
MRC are developed considering the receive diversity. The outage probability and the average BER
metrics are evaluated. Closed form expressions for the outage probability and BER for both the SC
and MRC are derived. Simulation is performed over a distinct number of receive antennas employing
the FSO, RF and FSCS systems. The proposed system FSCS outperforms the individual FSO and
RF communication systems under strong atmospheric turbulence in terms of power gains for a fixed
number of antennas as is shown in simulation results. From the simulation results, it is seen that using
MRC, FSCS system performs well as compared to SC and giving a power gain of 2 dB over distinct
receive antennas. Further from the simulation results, it is also seen that the FSCS provides a gain of
approximately 3 dB by exploiting 6 antennas as compared to 4 antennas.

The system model developed in this paper can be further investigated. We also believe that the
proposed research works on the adaptive FSCS, which provides the better initialization for future
research in terms of adaptivity and flexibility. For example, we apply our system model on MIMO,
which would be interesting to investigate as well as consider the RF channel as a Rician fading channel
and see its effects on the system.
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Appendix A. FSO Model

Considering an optical power P, the received FSO signal (Y) employing the IM/DD mapping
scheme is given as Eq. (A.1),

Y(t) = TX (t) + z(t) (A.1)

where X is the optical symbols assuming the On-Off Keying (OOK) modulation, T = ηPh, η

represents that the conversion detectors efficiency, P is that the optical power and h is that the fading
gain (channel) and z(t) is that the noise, which is signal independent additive white Gaussian noise
with zero-mean and variance σ 2

nFSO
. We expect the operation with the excessive SNR regime, in which

ambient light predominates due to shot noise. Consequently, the Gaussian noise model is used as an
excellent calculation for detection. After the demodulation of photo-detector electric output, the DC
bias is filtered out and the received discrete-time equivalent signal output from the of the FSO receiver
is given as Eq. (A.2),

Y(t) = μη

√
Es

2
PhgX (t) + z(t) (A.2)

where g denote FSO link average gain and Es denotes the symbol energy, μ is that the modulation
index, which lies between the 0 < μ < 1. Supposing ideal alignment among the transmitter and
receiver, g can be defined as Eq. (A.3), [52].

g = πD2

4(θL)2
exp(−hζ l) (A.3)

where ζ is that the climate dependent attenuation coefficient approximately 1 per km, θ is represents the
divergence of the transmit beam, D is that the diameter of receiver aperture and L is that the distance
link. From Eq. (A.2), instantaneous electric SNR of the FSO receiver can be defined as Eq. (A.4),

γFSO = γ FSOh2 (A.4)

where γ FSO is the electric average SNR and is given as Eq. (A.5),

γ FSO = μ2η2P2Esg2

σ 2
nFSO

(A.5)

Appendix B. RF Model

Consider the RF power P̂, the received RF signal is expressed by Eq. (B.1),

Ŷ(t) = TX̂ (t) + ẑ(t) (B.1)

where Ŷ(t) represents the received RF signal T̂ = P̂ĥ, X̂ , where X̂denotes the RF symbols, transmitted
using binary phase shift keying (BPSK), ĥ represent RF channel fading gain. ẑ(t) denotes a random
value of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Now, it shows as in Eq. (B.2)

Ŷ(t) =
√

P̂
√

ĝĥ
√

ÊsX̂ (t) + ẑ(t) (B.2)
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where ĝ is that the RF link average power gain and Ês is the RF symbol energy. RF link average power
gain is expressed as Eq. (B.3), [53]

ĝ [dB] = Gt − Gr − 20log10

(
4πL
λ

)
− αabsorptionL − αrain (B.3)

where Gt and Gr denote the gains of transmit and receive antennas correspondingly. λ is that RF system
wavelength, αrain and αabsorptionare the weather attenuations [30]. The RF link instantaneous SNR is well
described as Eq. (B.4),

γRF = γ RF ĥ2 (B.4)

where γ RF representing the average SNR and is given by Eq. (B.5),

γ RF = P̂2Esĝ2

σ 2
nRF

(B.5)
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